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MASONAL
Ledgestone Collection

The Ledgestone Collection is a mosaic of texture, colour,
and shade, highlighting the creative artistry of a master craftsman.
The random patterns of thinly sliced stones offers a beautiful outcome.

$13.79 sqf F
$21.29 lnf C

Leatherback
Ledge

$please ask
$please ask

Modern Ledgestone $14.49 sqf F

Cobalt Ultra

Old Rustic Ledgestone $16.29 sqf F

Blue Mountain
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VENEER STONE
Rustic Rubble Collection

Stones in the Rustic Rubble Collection have one
thing in common, they combine different shapes, sizes,
and colours into an artisans collage. This collection
conveys moods and tones that enhance
ambience both inside and out.

Granite Collection

Our Granite Collection has
emerged from requests by designers
and architects. The ageless attraction
of our Ontario granites inspire new
colour palettes, and the strenght and
durability of granite stone

Elora Rubble

$please ask
$please ask

$13.99 sqf F
$19.99 lnf C

Cobalt Rubble

$please ask
$please ask

Tiger Ledgestone

$please ask
$please ask

New Montreal $14.49 sqf F

River Rock
$15.79 sqf F
Granite Fieldstone $24.49 lnf C

Oxford Ledgestone $16.29 sqf F

Sahara

$please ask
$please ask

Olde Quebec

Fieldstone

Rosemount

Montrose Grey $17.49 sqf F

$27.49 lnf C

$27.49 lnf C

$21.49 lnf C

$14.49 sqf F
$27.49 lnf C

$22.49 lnf C

$8.99 sqf F
$18.99 lnf C

$16.99 sqf F
$27.50 lnf C

$29.99 sqf F
$39.99 lnf C

Rustic Rubble Buff $12.79 sqf F

Muskoka Ashlar $18.99 sqf F

Rustic Rubble Charcoal $please ask

Muskoka Grey Ashlar $18.79 sqf F

$19.99 lnf C

$23.99 lnf C

Algonquin

$29.99 lnf C

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Feet
LNF = Linear Feet
Creemore Rubble $13.69 sqf F

$21.99 lnf C

St Jacobs Country $14.99 sqf F

$22.99 lnf C

$please ask

$29.99 lnf C
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MASONAL

VENEER STONE
Valley Estate Collection

Rustic Wilderness Collection

The Valley Estate Collection blends the beauty of natural stone with the
sophistication of crisp detailed lines. Stones are cut to specific combinations
allowing masons to tighten joints, lay patterns, and convey an elegance in fine detail.

The Rustic Wilderness Collection includes a great variety of colours and textures of natural edged stones.
The rectangular stones are reminiscent of old traditional stone buildings where masons split and shaped each piece to fit angular lines.

Black Ontario

$13.60 sqf F
$19.95 lnf C

Indiana

$18.75 sqf F
$26.95 lnf C

Frontenac

Brown

$12.49 sqf F
$18.59 lnf C

Old English
Blend

$14.49 sqf F
$22.49 lnf C

Autumn Blend $13.69 sqf F

Buckhorn

$13.25 sqf F
$19.29 lnf C

Provincial
Grey

$14.49 sqf F
$22.49 lnf C

Spring Blend

$please ask
$please ask

$please ask
$please ask

Tiger Buff

$12.49 sqf F
$18.59 lnf C

Old World
Blend

$14.49 sqf F
$22.49 lnf C

Castle

$15.29 sqf F
$22.99 lnf C

$12.49 sqf F
$18.59 lnf C

Vancouver Gold $12.39 sqf F

Summer Blend $14.65 sqf F

Tiger Dark

$12.49 sqf F
$18.59 lnf C

Hampton Hills

Highland Thistle $please ask

$13.99 sqf F
$19.00 lnf C

Vermont Gray

Glasgow
Valley Dark

$16.88 sqf F
$24.48 lnf C

$15.99 sqf F
$25.50 lnf C

Conestoga

Niagra Valley
Hand Rocked

$23.50 sqf F
$35.00 lnf C

Northern
Grey Valley

$16.88 sqf F
$26.95 lnf C

Glasgow Valley $15.99 sqf F

Cobalt Valley

$17.99 sqf F
$22.99 lnf C

Hudson Valley

$14.50 sqf F
$22.50 lnf C

Valhalla

$12.49 sqf F
$28.00 lnf C

Jasper Lodge

$17.95 sqf F
$27.65 lnf C

Whistler

$please ask
$please ask

Hampshire

$15.75 sqf F
$21.99 lnf C

Dover White

$please ask
$please ask

$16.47 sqf F
$23.50 lnf C

$23.50 lnf C

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Foot
LNF = Linear Foot

$22.35 lnf C

$please ask

$17.50 sqf F
$24.99 lnf C

Hudson Valley $18.95 sqf F
Hand Rocked $29.75 sqf C

$19.99 lnf C

Guelph Buff

$19.49 lnf C

Aberdeen
Valley

Edinburgh

$please ask
$please ask
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MASONAL

LUXESTONE

VENEER STONE

Luxestone

Glacier Marble Collection

The Luxestone veneer collection is designer-based, and offers so much elegance and class to both interior and exterior decor. The contemporary
design of each stone, and the unique colours available within the product line make this stone an architects choice! Create outstanding accent walls,
add weight and formality within any room, and give your home a personal touch by selecting a complimentary veneer stone that matches your style!

The Signature Blend Collection allows us to create contemporary masonry combinations that traditionally don’t exist. We take
stones from all parts of North America and combine them to produce exciting new styles blending colour, texture and form.

Glacier Blue
Ashlar

$15.25 sqf F
$23.45 lnf C

Pacific Pearl

$16.45 sqf F
$22.95 lnf C

3D Mosaic
Travertine

$18.95sqf F

3D Mosaic
Silver Wave

$18.95sqf F

Sapphire Blue

$13.95 sqf F
$23.40 lnf C

Ocean ledge

$18.25 sqf F
$22.95 lnf C

Split Face
Snow Grey

$9.95sqf F

Split Face
Extra White

$9.95sqf F

Windsor
Castle Stone

$13.49 sqf F
$23.79 lnf C

Rideau Valley

$13.60 sqf F
$20.79 lnf C

Black Galaxy
Classy

$8.99 sqf F
$9.95 lnf C

Autumn
Blend Classy

$9.95 sqf F
$10.45 lnf C

Emerald

$14.25 sqf F
$22.49 lnf C

Ottawa Valley

$17.95 sqf F
$22.90 lnf C

Egypt Copper
Classy

$7.25 sqf F
$9.49 lnf C

Silver Valley
Gray Classy

$9.95 sqf F
$10.95 lnf C

Extra White Z
Classy

$8.95 sqf F
$9.25 lnf C

Spring Forest
Classy

$11.75 sqf F
$12.25 lnf C

LNF = Linear Foot
SQF = Square Foot
C = Corners
F = Flats

Sandy Grain
Classy

$9.95 sqf F
$10.50 lnf C

Wood Grain A
Classy

$7.95 sqf F
$8.50 lnf C
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LUXESTONE

Autumn Blend
Country

$11.95 sqf F
$12.95 lnf C

Black Galaxy
Thin

$10.75 sqf F
$11.35 lnf C

Desert Gold
Country

$10.75 sqf F
$11.50 lnf C

Carbon Grey
Thin

$7.50 sqf F
$7.50 lnf C

VENEER STONE

Extra White
Elegant Trio

$17.95 sqf F

Extra White BH $17.95 sqf F
Elegant Trio

Rainy Cloud
Hybrid

$10.95 sqf F
$11.25 lnf C

Mountain Gray
Classy

$11.95 sqf F
$12.45 lnf C

Ebony Country $10.75 sqf F

$11.50 lnf C

Creamy Crystal $10.95 sqf F
$11.25 lnf C
Thin

Neo Terra
Elegant Trio

$17.95 sqf F

Coastal Brown
$9.95 sqf F
$10.95 lnf C
Classy

Extra White
Hybrid

$9.95 sqf F
$10.45 lnf C

Egypt Copper
Country

$10.75 sqf F
$11.50 lnf C

Wood Grain
Thin

$9.95 sqf F
$10.50 lnf C

Rainy Cloud
Elegant Trio

$17.95 sqf F

Creamy Crystal
Classy

$8.99 sqf F
$9.95 lnf C

Silver Valley
Patterned

$10.95 sqf F
$11.75 lnf C

Rainy Cloud
Elegant

$10.95 sqf F
$11.45 lnf C

Silver Wave
Elegant

$10.95 sqf F
$11.45 lnf C

Silver Wave
Elegant Trio

$17.95 sqf F

Ebony Streamy

$6.50 sqf F
$6.50 lnf C

Sunset Streamy

$6.50 sqf F
$6.50 lnf C

Violet
Elegant Trio

$17.95 sqf F

Egypt Copper
Natural

$12.25 sqf F
$12.95 lnf C

Wood Grain A

$7.95 sqf F
$8.50 lnf C

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Foot
LNF = Linear Foot

Elegant Trio Series
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ELDORADO STONE
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Over the last 40 years, Eldorado Stone
has become the leading manufacturer of
architectural stone veneer with an unwavering
reputation for high quality products and outstanding
customer service. Eldorado Stone continues to leverage
its industry knowledge and passion for creating authentic
products by expanding its product line to include Brick
Veneer, Outdoor Fireplaces & Outdoor Kitchens.
(please visit our HOME ACCENTS category for more
information on the Eldorado Outdoor Living products).
Eldorado is recognized as a leader in quality and
innovation around the world, and we invite you to come
visit our showroom where the entire product line is showcased!

VENEER STONE
Country Rubble

Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
7 colours

Ashlar

Nationwide Profile
1 colour

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Foot
LNF = Linear Foot

Cut Course Stone

$13.69 sqf F
$23.99 lnf C

Nationwide Profile
3 colours

Cliffstone

Cypress Ridge

Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
9 colours

Nationwide Profile
4 colours

Bluffstone

European Ledge

Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
8 colours

Nationwide Profile
8 colours

Coastal Reef

Fieldledge

Nationwide Profile
3 colours

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Nationwide Profile
5 colours

$14.89 sqf F
$24.99 lnf C

$14.39 sqf F
$18.75 lnf C

$17.29 sqf F
$24.75 lnf C

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
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ELDORADO STONE

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Nationwide Profile
4 colours

$17.29 sqf F
$24.75 lnf C

Limestone

Marquee Limestone

Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
5 colours

Nationwide Profile
1 colour

Mountain Ledge

Mountain Ledge Panels

Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
10 colours

Nationwide Profile
4 colours

River Rock

Rough Cut

Nationwide Profile
3 colours

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Castlestone

Eastern Profile
1 colour

Nationwide Profile
7 colours

$please ask
$please ask

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Foot
LNF = Linear Foot

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
Stacked Stone

Shadow Rock

Rustic Ledge

Nationwide Profile
4 colours

VENEER STONE

Ledge Cut 33

Hillstone

Nationwide Profile
3 colours
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Nationwide & Eastern Profile $12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
7 colours

Nationwide & Eastern Profile$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C
11 colours

Brick Profile
3 colours

Top Rock

Weather Edge

Via Brick

Eastern Profile
3 colours

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Eastern Profile
1 colour

Tundra Brick

Roma Brick

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Brick Profile
1 colour

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Brick Profile
5 colours

Corner Units

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Modena Brick

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

Brick Profile
4 colour

(available for all Eldorado Stone profiles)
Authentic installations with stone veneer include
a number of refined details that combine to create
the desired beauty. The use of stone veneer corners
for perpendicular, wall-to-wall transitions will produce
the appearance of a full-sized natural stone installation.

A Rare Blend

$12.99 sqf F
$17.99 lnf C

When working with Eldorado Stone, there’s
no need to limit yourself to a single type of stone.
In fact, blending two different profiles provides the
opportunity for exceptional creativity and innovation.
You could break up the linear quality of a profile with
intermittent pieces of Rubble – and create a façade of
extraordinary character and distinctiveness.

24

ELDORADO STONE
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VENEER STONE

Vantage30
Longitude24 & Zen24

Combine stone profiles to create
unique textures and colors.The raked
faces of Zen24 adds subtle texture and
depth to thesmooth surface of Longitude24.

Latitude30

Form long linear lines
with Latitude30, our longest
planking stone. Effortlessly create
a modern, minimalistic look with its
smooth texture and monochromatic
palette, cut to stack clean and tight.new

There’s a beauty and elegance
in simplicity. A freedom in the
absence of unnecessary detail.
A statement made when form
follows function. Introducing our
newest expression of this ideal;
The Modern Collection by
Eldorado Stone. Developed to
accentuate contemporary designs,
these stones pair refined color with
clean lines to blend or contrast with
neighboring elements. Minimal.
Sensible. Perfect. Balanced.
A natural showcase for
palettes of wood, steel,
concrete or glass. The results
are spaces that come alive.
The stones speak for themselves
and take center stage.
Proof that less can truly
be so much more.

Vantage30 delivers a unique
planking appearance with its long 30"
linear lines. The gentle textural surface
brings an additional element of movement
while uniformly stacking tight for clean installation.

Ridgetop18

Blend modern and traditional
with this large-faced stone that
masterfully combines medium rocky
texture, monochromatic colors and a
cut that’s perfect for stacking tight or as
a contrasting bandagainst smoother profiles.

Marquee24

Showcase an ageless, refined
style with this large stone that
beautifully reinvents an architectural
powerhouse with the authentic texture, sleek
profile and subtle hues of natural cut limestone.

SierraCut24

Establish a strong
presence with SierraCut24,
one of our largest and most
distinctive stone surfaces.The
heavy rock texture stacks nicely as a
foundational element or grand facade.

new
eldorado
modern
veneer
line
pricing
available
@ CLD
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VENEER STONE
Dutchcraft
Foundation

Inspired by the oldworld craftsmanship
of the Pennsylvania Dutch,
this substantial profile can be
used to enhance the foundation
of any residential or commercial project.

Heritage
The warm and traditional
appearance of Heritage lends
itself to a wide variety of
architectural styles adding
elegance to any residential
or commercial application. Each
stone was originally handchiseled by masons to create
rugged rectangular ashlar shapes.
The profile installs into randomly
coursed patterns making an
impressive visual statement.

•approximate height of the
Dutchcraft stone is 8" and
the lengths come in three
sizes: 18", 24" and 30"

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

Farmledge

•Heritage stones range from 2.25"–8"
in height and 3.5"–17" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

Fieldstone

With a wide range of
bold angular shapes and
rugged surface texture,
Fieldstone creates a unique
visual dialog. Inspired by
rustic European building
techniques, Fieldstone
consists of intentionally
irregular shapes and sizes.
•profiles range from
2"–18" in height
and 4"–18" in length,
with an average of 7"×9"

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

The irregular stone shapes,
sizes and textures of Farmledge
have been molded into panels to
re-create the time honored look of
stacked stone with the benefit of a
simplified installation.
• 4.75" high / varying
lengths 7.75"–19.75"

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

Cobble

The sandstone textured
profile Cobble is roughly
chisel-cut into rectangular
ashlar shapes. To soften the
rugged appearance, the
edges are slightly weather
worn. Subtle face texture
& unique beveling encourage
the individuality of each stone.
•Cobble ranges in size
from 2.5"–12" in height
and 4"–21" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C
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Laurel Cavern Ledge was meticulously
crafted to create a timeless appearance.
This unique profile has rugged
yet well defined features.

Monarch

•Stones range from 1"–3.5" in
height and 5"–17" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

River Rock

The distinctive and
time honored shape
of River Rock is easily
recognizable. Soft
rounded contours
are slowly revealed
from the gradual effects
of rushing water.
•River Rock
ranges in size from
approximately
1.5"–15" in height
and 3"–18" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

Ledgestone

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

VENEER STONE
F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Foot
LNF = Linear Foot

Laurel Cavern Ledge

The linear lines of this
versatile profile create
an appealing contrast
of rugged texture and
contemporary design.
Installed in a dry-stack
application, the stones
stack tightly together
horizontally as the
varying stone depths
create intriguing
shadow play.
•Ledgestone ranges
from approximately
1"–5" in height and
5"–21" in length

29

With its finegrained texture
and angular flagstone
corners, Monarch is
one of our largest
overall profiles. Rich
surface details and a
blend of both large
and small stones
create a striking
and commanding
presence. Terrific
for broad applications.
•Monarch
ranges from
3"–18" in height and
4"–19" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C

Top Rock

The rubble shaped
stone features
subtle contours
and has smooth
rounded edges.
The sandstone
appearance with its
low profile face allows
light to emphasize
the colors inherent
within each stone.
•Top Rock ranges f
rom 2"–20" in height
and 5"–25" in length

$9.99 sqf F
$13.49 lnf C
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FUSION STONE

VENEER STONE

Fusion Stone

Fusion Stone is absolutely the best value stone veneer
siding in the industry; easy DIY installation in both exterior &
interior application, our features and benefits are unsurpassed.
Fusion Stone is a thin stone veneer that is easily
installed with the included stainless steel clips & screws.
PATENTED DIY CLIP SYSTEM
Fusion Stone features a patented system of stainless steel clips and screws that
can be installed in any weather by anyone for a lifetime of maintenance free performance.
WHAT YOU NEED
•Tape measure
•Level
•Rubber head hammer
•Power drill and bit (bit is provided)
•Grinder or saw with masonry blade
•Safety glasses
•Breathable weather resistant barrier
•Plywood or OSB

Pheonix

The Phoenix stone system incorporates
mortar into its mold & design. This traditional
bonding agent contributes to an elegantly
handsome and professional finish.

$14.67 sqf F
$22.59 lnf C

Dry Stack

Dry Stack Fusion Stone derives its name
from the innovative feature of no mortar
installation that translates into the much
valued benefit of an easy, no mess application.

BENEFITS
•Increases Home Equity
•Indoor/Outdoor
Application
•Easy to Install
•Lifetime Guarantee
•Affordable
•Maintenance Free
•Water Repellant
•Mould Resistant
•8 Beautiful Colours
•Use on Any Wall Type

$15.35 sqf F
$23.29 lnf C

Tex

The most contemporary
veneer stone offering a very easy
installation using the Fusion clip system.

$21.99 sqf F

Great Lakes

Great Lakes is our best-selling Fusion Stone
system for a reason. It fuses together ease of installation,
no mortar convenience, a rugged, traditional visual effect,
and a colour selection you will love. Nothing beats
Great Lakes for elegance and utter good looks.

$16.99 sqf F
$25.49 lnf C

F = Flats
C = Corners
SQF = Square Feet
LNF = Linear Feet
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MARBLE & TRAVERTINE
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VENEER STONE

3D Espace Collection

3D Espace wall cladding is a modern and elegant approach to enhancing any interior or exterior space.
Available in both Travertine and Marble, the 3D Espace offers many design opportunites and colour options.

Split Face Collection

Available in Traverine and Marble.
Split Face products are available in many stone sizes, including
1,2,4 & 6” tall by random or standard lenghts. Split Face stone
products are packaged either by individual stones, panels, and / or
mesh systems. Perfectly suited for interior and exterior applications,
the Split Face offers a timeless outcome.

3D Espace Large

noce, saturnia, coco
$8.69 sqf F
burder, carrera, valensa $9.59 sqf F
picasso, silver
$9.25 sqf F

3D Espace Small
carrera, valensa $9.59 sqf F
picasso, silver $9.25 sqf F
saturnia
$7.99 sqf F

SQF = Square Feet
LNF = Linear Feet
C = Corners
F = Flats

4” Random Beige Marble $9.25 sqf F
6” Random Beige Marble $9.25 sqf F
1x2 Travertine & Marble (all colours) $10.90 sqf F
6x12 Travertine & Marble (picasso, silver) $9.25 sqf F
6x12 Travertine & Marble (carrera, crema, valensa) $9.59 sqf F
6x12 Travertine & Marble (coco, ivory, navona, noce) $8.69 sqf F

Don’t create a drainage problem - water must drain

Choosing a Landscape Architect or Designer is
so Critical to a Good Design and Functional Space!

away from your house or it will drain into it, and long term
can cause serious issues with your home. Keep it in mind
when installing paths, patios or ponds.

•compliment the design and style of your home
by examining your lifestyle and preferences
•choosing the right products , borders, accents, and
accessories that work well with your home and
existing landscape or grading of property (mosaics)
•scale and proportion of all elements within the
design such as retaining walls, pergolas, patios,
driveways, and fireplace areas
•added value through incorporating the correct
elements & products that exist in our industry
•adding curb appeal that suits the
neighborhood and surroundings
•make the design safe and practical
Anyone can dream about the space they have in their yard
but planning the space takes experience and a lot of thought.
Plans do not necessarily need to be a formal drawing, but
they do need to be well planned out, and to scale in order
to understand how best to use the space. This little bit of
homework goes a long way and ensures your investment
will be enjoyed for many years to come.
Ask us about our home consulting and outdoor
living space design network.

Think about what you want - do you need a place for

kids to play? A place for the dog? For barbecue? For storage?
Do you want a shady corner? Seating for a dozen?
A work-shop? Make a list of your ‘have-to-have’ items.

Now think about function - you’ll want a soft surface

under a swing set, but might want solid pathways for
well-traveled areas. Wooden deck or stone patio. Cost
may help you decide which material to use. Play around
with a plan on paper, but use a garden hose or can of spray
paint to experiment with shapes on the ground. Paths should
be wide enough to accommodate your lawn mower and
wheelbarrow. Include the placement of doors, windows,
access points and views.

Think about privacy - hedges are great living screens,

but take years to grow big enough to be effective and
trimming can be a hassle. Vines can be effective screens.
There are a variety of fence styles available as well.

Style, colour and texture play an important
role in landscape design - they add interest, shade,

humour and pop. Garden tours, books, and the internet
are all great mediums to see what other people have done
and what outcomes and style appeal to you.

Plant the biggest items first - trees take several to many

years to mature, shrubs take a few years and flowers only a
season or two. Think about the shade you create with a tree
and make sure it falls where you want it. Obviously its easier
to move a flower than a tree, so make your mistakes on paper.

Don’t be overwhelmed - you don’t have to do it all at

Ask
about
our home
consulting
and outdoor
design & Build
network
or check out our

FIND A PRO
section
online!
www.creativelandscapedepot.com

one time, or even all by yourself. A well thought out plan
can be phased in as time and budget allow. A landscape
designer or architect can draw up a plan for you and
you proceed at your own pace. Remember that your
relationship with your landscape architect should be a
two way street. It is your space but as a professional
they can and should help you through any potential
pitfalls and prevent wasting time and money.

Have fun with it - gardening is supposed to be a
stress-buster not a stress-maker

Choosing a Professional Installer

We recommend the use of professional landscape
contractors for your project. When considering &
designing your homes landscape, you are making an
important investment in your home. Don’t let poor
workmanship turn your ideal plan into a disappointment.
Proper site preparation with the correct grading, base
material and compaction is key to ensuring that
your hardscape or landscape looks great and
offers longevity in your investment!

LIFESTYLE
& EXPRESSION

YOUR SPACE

LASTING VALUE
TO YOUR HOME

THECREATIVENETWORK
DESIGN PROFESSIONALS

